Introduction
The poems incorporated into Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic History of Israel' constitute a well-known problem to O.T. scholarship. The best known examples of such poems are Jacob's Blessing (Gen 49) (OBO, 92; Freiburg, 1989) , esp. 288: ''The nature of DtrH as a combination of source and redaction shows that DTR was heir to a lively tradition of Israelite literary activity and thought. Nevertheless one may justifiably describe DtrH as a new and unique contribution to this tradition".
Probably we have to assume integration of this work into a priestly composition which was subsequently further edited by later redactors, cf. E. Blum, Studien zur Komposition des Pentateuch (BZAW, 189; Berlin, 1990 The amount of verse in Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic History becomes even larger if we include what has been described as "narrative poetry", poetry in which external parallelism is more prominent than "normal" internal parallelism within the verse. 6 Here the borderline between prose and poetry tends to become blurred. Perhaps this should be ascribed to a prosaic redaction of earlier epic materiaC But it is just as well possible to simply assume a different genre of verse which coexisted next to lyrical poetry from the beginning. For this too, parallels exist in the Ancient Near East. 8 The origin and function of this poetic material require an explanation. To that end we shall start with a description of a number of significant characteristics of these inset poems. These characteristics will provide us with a key to their function. Subsequently we shall formulate a hypothesis concerning the origin of the poems.
Characteristics

Date
Recent investigations refer to parallels from the ancient world to explain the juxtaposition of a prose narrative to a lyrical account of the same events in verse, or to narratives leading up to a poem. 9 Mostly a
